y" + p(x)y = 0, where p(x) is positive and of class C" on an interval 7: [a, °°). We shall assume that solutions of (1) are oscillatory on I.
In this paper we study what we term the conjugacy function associated with (1) . The conjugacy function 5(x) is defined as the distance from a point x to its first conjugate point larger than x. With each point x0 of I we also associate an f'-point. If y(x) is a nonnull solution of (1) with the property that y'(xB) = 0, the/-point of x0 is the first point following Xo at wrhich y'(x) again vanishes.
It will be convenient to write (2) p(x) = l/h2(x).
We have, then, the following result.
We observe, first, that in (a) and (b) the conclusion that 5(x) is increasing or decreasing follows at once from an easy modification of a proof in [2, p. 3]. The concavity and convexity conclusions appear to require greater subtlety. We commence with a novel type of comparison theorem that we state as a lemma.
Lemma. Let x = c be the first conjugate point and x =/ be the f-point of x = x0. If h"ix) <0 on I, then f<c, while if h"ix) >0 on I, c<f.
Ifh"ix) = 0,f=c.
To prove this recall that if y(x) is a solution of (1), its derivative satisfies the differential equation (3) (h2z')' + 2 = 0.
Under the transformation z = w/h equation (3) Corollary. If
the solutions of (1) are nonoscillatory.
For, if the solutions of (1) oscillate on 7, so must the solutions of (4).
We return to the proofs of parts (c) and (d) of the theorem. For both these cases we recall from an earlier paper [4] that if v(x) is any nonnull solution of (1) We compute
It will be sufficient to prove that the numerator inside the brackets is negative when (c) holds and is positive when (d) holds. Recall that o(.r) was an arbitrary nonnull solution of (1), and let Xo be any point of 7. We choose d(x) to be a solution the derivative of which vanishes at x = xo-Then f(x0) 5^0, and, according to the lemma, the/-point of WALTER LEIGHT0N [April x0 precedes the conjugate point when h" <0 and follows it when h">0.
It follows that the numerator inside the brackets in (6) is negative when condition (c) holds and positive when condition (d) holds-as reference to a figure will make quite plain.
The proof of the theorem is complete.2 An application.
Consider the functional 
